Host your own *We’re Lalaloopsy* Music Videos Watch Party! Play the *We’re Lalaloopsy* Music Videos on YouTube and here are some ideas for party activities, favors, décor and snacks.

### Sew Your Own Button Necklace

**What You’ll Need:**
- Assortment of buttons
- Yarn or String
- Scissors

**INSTRUCTIONS:** Gather an assortment of buttons for your necklace. Take a piece of yarn or string and measure to desired length of necklace and cut. Begin sewing the necklace string through the buttons and do so until full. Tie off necklace. Wear your new necklace at the *We’re Lalaloopsy* watch party. Great party favor!

### Make Your Own Button Decorations

**What You’ll Need:**
- Colored paper plates
- Paint brush or sponge
- Black paint

**INSTRUCTIONS:** Gather all your materials. Place a paper plate face up. Take a paint brush or sponge and the black paint. Paint black circles onto the plate, simulating the holes in a button. Repeat process till you have reached the desired number of button plates. Once finished, tape them to streamers and hang up as decorations for your watch party!

### Make Lalaloopsy Lemonade

**What You’ll Need: Makes 4 Servings**
- 4 lemons
- 8 tbsp of sugar
- 1 cup hot water
- 4 cups of ice
- 1/2 cup of watermelon

**INSTRUCTIONS:** Have an adult cut the lemons in half. Squeeze lemons into a bowl and be sure to remove the seeds. Blend diced watermelon in a blender. Heat water in microwave. Combine water and sugar in a pitcher until dissolved. Add lemon juice and blended watermelon and pour through a fine mesh strainer to remove watermelon pulp. Add ice. Serve with polka dot straws or crazy straws at your *We’re Lalaloopsy* Watch Party.

Be sure to subscribe to the Lalaloopsy YouTube channel and watch for new content every Friday!
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**Word Dance**

**What You’ll Need:**
- Paper strips
- Pen
- Bowl

**INSTRUCTIONS:** Write down We’re Lalaloopsy activities (or common activities) onto a piece of paper and place into a bowl. Have the party guests reach into the bowl and take one. Play music so they all can create a dance based on the activity written down. Take videos of all the creative, funny dances.

**Some Ideas To Turn Into Dance Moves:**
- Spot Splatter Splash painting
- Storm E. Sky playing her guitar
- Storm E. Sky driving her camper
- Jewel Sparkles straightening her tiara
- Dot Starlight’s exploding experiment
- Rosy Bumps ’N Bruises bandaging Bear
- Crumbs Sugar Cookie making cookies
- Or create your own ideas!
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**Musical Balloons**

**What You’ll Need:** Balloons

**INSTRUCTIONS:** Blow up the balloons. Have each participant take one. Play We’re Lalaloopsy songs and have the participants bounce their balloons into the air. If their balloon touches the ground, they are out. Remaining players keep their balloons bouncing in the air until there is one winner. Give the winner a Mini Lalaloopsy Doll as a prize.

---

Be sure to subscribe to the Lalaloopsy YouTube channel and watch for new content every Friday!